
UNIT 10: RECYCLING 

I. Choose the correct answer. 

1. A. mash         B. scatter                  C. package      D. metal 

2. A. mesh         B. press                   C. melt                 D. refill 

3. A. down         B. throw                   C. nowadays      D. how 

4. A. mix         B. pipe                   C. deposit                D. refill 

5. A. dung         B.products        C. rubbish      D. mixture 

6. A. picture         B. lecture        C. furniture      D. cure 

7. A. burn         B. sunbathe                      C. buffalo      D. drug 

8. A. florist         B. shock                   C. pot                           D. blow 

9. A. sterile B. elevate C. stretch D. different 

10. A. burn B. sunbathe     C. buffalo D. drug 

11. A. refuse B. representative C. consider D. stayed 

12. A. ambulance B. bandage C. damage D. patient 

13. A. cleaned B. refilled C. returned D. melted 

14. A. decompose     B. refill          C. reuse             D. recognize  

15. A. florist B. stream C. island D. sight 

II. Choose the word whose main stress is placed differently from the others. 
1. A. reuse            B. compost         C. fabric          D. mixture 

2. A. plastic            B. reduce          C. metal         D. glassware 

3. A. package          B. explain          C. away          D. instead 

4. A. mosquito          B. recycle         C. deposit       D. decompose 

5. A. natural           B. animal          C. afternoon     D. vegetable 

6. A. compost   B. reuse   C. fabric   D. glassware 

7. A. environment   B. vegetables  C. natural   D. organize 

8. A. decompose   B. information  C. fertilizer   D. representative 

9. A. reduce    B. explain   C. metal   D. collect 

10. A. animal   B. government  C. industry   D. recycling 

11. A. sterile   B. limestone              C. metal                    D. deposit 

12. A. ambulance   B. elevate                  C. emergency            D. minimize 

III. Change these sentences into Passive form. 

1. People recycle the used paper to make it into paper again. 

 ................................................................................................................... ...... 

2. The students hold the meeting before New Year. 



………………………………………………………………………………. 

3. The children eat all the vegetables and meat. 

………………………………………………………………………………. 

4. He grows vegetables in his garden every morning. 

………………………………………………………………………………. 

5. They cut grass once a week. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

6. Will you invite her to your birthday party? 

………………………………………………………………………………. 

7. We don’t wear jeans at work. 

………………………………………………………………………………. 

8. I will repair your bike tomorrow afternoon. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

9. They will blow the melted glass into new glassware. 

……………………………………………………………………………….. 

10. People cut down big trees to make paper. 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

IV. Combine each pair of the sentences, using “It’s + adj. + to-inf./ noun clause” 

1.They passed all the exams. They are lucky. 

................................................................................................................................ 

2. Lan got Ann’s letter yesterday. She was very surprised. 

................................................................................................................................ 

3. We heard about your father’s illness. We are sorry. 

............................................................................................................................. ..... 

4. My mother received my present. She was very happy. 

............................................................................................................................. .... 

5. Nam has decided to leave the company. I’m sory. 

............................................................................................................................. ..... 

6. We are going to clean the evironment. We are ready. 

................................................................................................................................. 

 

V. Write these sentences using “Adj + to-infinitive”. 

1. we/ difficult/ get/ your letter/ yesterday. 

We............................................................................................................................................ 

2. it/ not easy/ answer/ these questions. 

It............................................................................................................................................... 

3. I/ surprised/ see/ Paul/ the party/ last night. 

I............................................................................................................................. ................... 

4. it/ interesting/ visit/ Phong Nha Cave. 

It............................................................................................................................. .................. 

5. They are lucky. They passed all the exams. 

They................................................................................................................................ ......... 

6. It/ lovely/ see/ you/ again. 

It.............................................................................................................................................. 

7. I/ delighted/ receive/ your massage. 

I............................................................................................................................. .................. 

8. we/ happy/ receive/ a lot of presents from our grandparents. 

We.......................................................................................................................................... 



9. Travel around Vietnam is very interesting. 

It........................................................................................................................... .................... 

10. Pronouncing Chinese words is difficult. 

It........................................................................................................................... .................... 

VI. Choose the best answer. 

1. Why not come over at the weekend? The children_____ seeing you again.   

A. enjoy   B. will enjoy   C. are enjoying   D. is going to enjoy  

2. That bag looks heavy. I_____  you with it.   

A. will help   B. am going to help  C. am helping   D. help  

3. Calm_____ and tell me what happened.   

A. out    B. down   C. in     D. up  

4. You _____  forget what I told you. It’s very important.   

A. mustn’t    B. needn’t    C. don’t have to   D. can’t  

5. Cool the burns immediately so as to _____  tissue damage.   

A. ease    B. relieve    C. minimize    D. maximize  

6. _____ is a long stick that someone put under their arm to help them, walk when they have hurt 

their leg.   

A. Crutch    B. Wheelchair   C. Stretcher    D. Bandage  

7. He is working very hard_____ get poor grades.    

A. in order to   B. in order not to   C. to    D. not to  

8. Please try_____ quiet when you come home. Everyone will be asleep.   

A. be     B. to be    C. being    D. to being  

9. Leave the victim_____ flat and don’t let him _____ chilled.   

A. lying/ to become  B. to lie/ become  C. lying/ become   D. to lie/ to become  

10. They moved to the city_____ well - paying jobs.  

A. in order to get   B. for getting  C. in order not to get  D. so that getting 

11. _____ is a type of bed used for carrying the sick or injured people. 

A. Stretcher    B. Ambulance   C. Bandage    D. Crutch  

12. She covered her knees_____  a blanket.  

A. in     B. under    C. with    D. of  

13. She was _____ for days after the accident.  

A. conscious   B. unconscious   C. consciously   D. unconsciously  

14. They are going to buy a map_____  get lost.  

A. not so as to   B. so as not to   C. so not as to   D. to not to  

15. _____  is a chair with wheels for somebody who cannot walk.  

A. Stretcher    B. Ambulance   C. Wheelchair   D. Crutch  

16. Sooner or later a satellite _____  by a large piece of rubbish. 

A. will destroy         B. will destroyed C. will be destroyed           D. will been destroyed 

17. Let's play tennis instead of _____ television. 

A. watch                B. watching           C. watches          D. to watch 

18. We should use_____ bags instead of plastic bags. 

A. cloth                   B. clothe               C. clothed          D. clothing 

19. Beer_____for breakfast in England years ago. 

A. used be drunk       B. used to be drunk  C. used to drunk         D. used to be drank 

20. I_____ some rice on the floor of the chicken coop. 

A. scattered              B. grew                C. threw away          D. raised 

21. I am delighted_____ you passed your exam. 

A. that                      B. to                  C. in order to            D. so that 

22. Tree leaves_____ to wrap things. 

A. should used         B. should be used        C. should been used       D. should be use 

23. _____ is a wonderful natural fertilizer. 

A. Compost              B. Plastic                 C. Envelope            D. Garbage 



24. Glass is broken up, melted and made into new_____. 

A. silverware            B. hardware             C. ironware             D. glassware 

25. She was very sad _____  good marks in the final test. 

A. not get         B. not to get           C. to not get            D. not getting 

26. Farmers collect household and garden waste to make _____. 

A. compost        B. floor coverings     C. glassware         D. pipes 

27. My house _____ every year to welcome the Tet Holiday. 

A. paints          B. painted            C. is painted            D. painting 

28. It’s dangerous _____ in this river. 

A. swim          B. to swim           C. swimming           D. swam 

29. We are looking forward _____ you in June. 

A. seeing         B. see              C. saw                 D. be seen 

30. This table is made _____  wood. 

A. in             B. on               C. of                 D. from 

 


